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Purpose and audience
The purpose of the Health GeoLab Collaborative series of guidances is to inform concerned
practitioners about the key elements they need to be aware of when it comes to managing and
using geospatial data and technologies in public health and guide them through the processes to be
followed in that regard.
The audience for this guidance includes geospatial data managers, technical advisors, and any other
practitioners that are directly or indirectly involved in the collection and use of geospatial data and
technologies in public health.
Please note that some of the sections in the present guidance require a basic understanding of
concepts pertaining to the management and use of geospatial data and technologies.
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1. Background
The Health GeoLab Collaborative (HGLC) is a collective of institutions and individuals sharing the
same vision - for low- and middle-income countries in Asia and the Pacific to fully benefit from the
power of geography, geospatial data, and technologies to reach the health-related Sustainable
Development Goal of healthy lives and well-being for all (SDG 3)1.
The HGLC uses the 4Ts (Training, Tooling, Testing, and Teaming) approach to strengthen in-country
capacity. The present guidance has been developed as part of this approach and with the objective
to be used by the largest number of users possible.
This volume is part of a series of guidances started under the umbrella of the AeHIN GIS Lab and
now continued by the HGLC. The complete series is organized as follows:
● Part 1 - Introduction to the data-information-knowledge-decision continuum and the
geospatial data management cycle [1]
● Part 2 - Implementing the geospatial data management cycle:
o 2.1 Documenting the process and defining the data needs [2]
o 2.2 Defining the vocabulary, the data set specifications, and the ground reference [3]
o 2.3 Compiling existing data and identifying gaps [4]
o 2.4 Creating geospatial data
▪ 2.4.1 Extracting vector format geospatial data from basemaps [5]
▪ 2.4.2 Collecting data in the field [6]
o 2.5 Cleaning, validating, and documenting the data
▪ 2.5.1 Documenting the data using a metadata profile (the present document)
▪ 2.5.2 Using advanced Microsoft Excel functions [7]
o 2.6 Distributing, using, and updating the data
▪ 2.6.1 Creating good thematic maps using desktop GIS software [8]
▪ 2.6.2 Using thematic maps for decision making [9]
▪ 2.6.3 Developing and implementing the appropriate data policy [10]
This guidance is a living document made to evolve based on the inputs received from the users.
Please don't hesitate to contact us at info@healthgeolab.net if you have any suggestions for
improvement.
The terms used in the present guidance are defined in the following glossary of terms maintained
by the Health GeoLab Collaborative: https://bit.ly/3ctoHiS
Please also contact us using the same email address should you use this document as part of your
activities and would like to have your institution recognized as one of the document's users.

1

www.healthgeolab.net
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2. Introduction
Documenting the data is an important and integral part of the data management cycle [1] and
should be applied to the two elements that compose geographic data2: geospatial and statistical
data.
Such documentation should at least allow answering the following questions about the data in
order for the user to gauge if it is appropriate in relation to its anticipated use:
1. What is the data about?
2. Who created the data?
3. When was the data created/collected/last updated?
4. How was the data created?
5. What are the data specifications (geographic coordinate system/projection system, scale,
accuracy, language..)?
6. Are there any use or redistribution restrictions attached to the data?
7. Who can I contact if I have questions about the data?
This information, or metadata (information that describes the content, quality, condition, origin,
and other characteristics of data or other pieces of information3) is being captured in what we call a
metadata record which is itself based on a metadata profile (modification of an existing metadata
standard to adapt to data issues, cultural issues, or both4).
A metadata standard is a requirement which is intended to establish a common understanding of
the meaning or semantics of the data, and ensure correct and proper use and interpretation of the
data by its owners and users.5
In other words, a metadata record should accompany any geospatial or statistical dataset being
shared to ensure it is used appropriately.
To facilitate the creation of the metadata record, it is recommended to capture the necessary
information included in the metadata profile from the beginning of the data production/collection
process and to address issues pertaining to use and redistribution rights long before its
dissemination.
The following sections describe the content and structure of the minimum metadata profile
recommended by the HGLC for both geospatial and statistical data and to describe the process to
follow in order to use this profile to create a metadata record in a GIS software (ArcGIS or QGIS) for
the former and in Microsoft Excel for the latter.

2

Information describing the location and attributes of things, including their shapes and representation. Geographic
data is the composite of spatial data and attribute data.
3
http://wiki.gis.com/wiki/index.php/GIS_Glossary/M (Metadata profile)
4
http://wiki.gis.com/wiki/index.php/GIS_Glossary/M (Metadata)
5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metadata_standard
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3. Metadata standards and recommended profile for geospatial
data
The following sections present the metadata standards being used most widely nowadays to
document geospatial data before describing the minimum metadata profile recommended by the
HGLC. The process to follow in order to fill such a profile in ArcGIS 10.5 or QGIS 3.0 is then detailed.

3.1 Existing metadata standards for geospatial data
There are four (4) main groups of metadata standards existing to document geospatial data, namely
the6:
● International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
● Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC)
● Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI)
● Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe (INSPIRE)
The first two in this list are the most widely used and the ISO is actually the originator of four (4)
standards related to geospatial metadata:
● ISO 19115: Metadata standard defining the geographic information of the data and
including its identification, extent, quality, spatio-temporal resolution, spatial reference, and
distribution information. There have been a few revisions to this standard and the latest
edition is the ISO 19115-1.
● ISO 19110: defines the methodology for cataloguing feature types by classifying, organizing,
and creating catalogues of the feature type information (roads, rivers, measurements, etc.)
● ISO 19119: metadata standard for geospatial services, such as web map application services,
geoportal architectures, data models, and online data processing services
● ISO 19139: defines the XML schema generated using the format and content information
relating to ISO 19115
The FGDC is the originator of the Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM), more
commonly known as the FGDC metadata standard.
There is not much difference between the ISO and FGDC standards but because it has been created
through an international consensus (FGDC's consensus is limited to U.S. Federal agencies7), ISO's
standard better supports data sharing across national and cultural boundaries. In addition, the
FGDC now endorses the transition of metadata standards to ISO metadata standards8.

3.2 Recommended minimum metadata profile for geospatial data
In view of the previous section, the minimum metadata profile recommended by the HGLC is based
on the ISO 19115 metadata standard.
The profile in question is presented in Annex 1 and allows covering the key questions listed in the
introduction of the present guidance.
6

http://learningzone.rspsoc.org.uk/index.php/Learning-Materials/Introduction-to-OGC-Standards/4.2-Geospatialmetadata-standards
7
https://www.fgdc.gov/resources/factsheets/documents/GeospatialMetadata-July2011.pdf
8
http://learningzone.rspsoc.org.uk/index.php/Learning-Materials/Introduction-to-OGC-Standards/4.2-Geospatialmetadata-standards
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3.3 Filling the recommended minimum metadata profile in GIS software
(ArcGIS 10.5 and QGIS 3.0)
In ArcGIS, the recommended minimum metadata profile can be created using ArcCatalog.
ArcCatalog provides several metadata style options to support different metadata standards – one
of which is ISO 19139, the XML version of the ISO 19115 standard. Annex 2 shows the steps to
follow to create the recommended minimum metadata profile in ArcCatalog for ArcGIS 10.5 to
obtain a metadata record based on the ISO 19139 style sheet. Annex 3 presents the resulting
metadata record based on the example included in Annex 1.
In QGIS, it has been possible to create and save a metadata record since version 3.0. The metadata
profile provided is nevertheless not based on the ISO 191115 standard and does not cover all the
fields from the recommended minimum metadata profile (Annex 1).
This being said, it is possible to store most of the information for the fields that are missing in the
abstract section of the metadata profile.
Annex 4 provides the steps to follow in order to complete the profile according to the example
reported in Annex 1 while Annex 5 provides the resulting metadata record for this example.

4. Metadata standards and recommended profile for statistical
data
4.1 Existing metadata standards for statistical data
As mentioned above, statistical data should also be documented properly. Statistical data are
widely used and it is easy to get confused when handling multiple data coming from different
sources. It is therefore important to create metadata for them.
Different metadata standards and models have been developed to facilitate data communication
between organizations and information systems to improve the quality of statistical documentation
provided to users9.
Among these, we can mention those generated through the Statistical Data and Metadata
Exchange (SDMX) initiative10 which has been established to set standards that can facilitate the
exchange of statistical data and metadata using modern information technologies.
The SDMX initiative is the originator of several standards, some of which have ended as ISO
standards like ISO 17369:2013 which provides an integrated approach to facilitating Statistical Data
and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) enabling interoperable implementations within and between
systems concerned with the exchange, reporting and dissemination of statistical data and related
metadata.
These standards tend to nevertheless be difficult to digest by non-IT professionals and focus more
on how the data and metadata are being exchanged, using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
for example, than on the fields that the metadata record should contain.
9

http://www.ihsn.org/documentation-standards
http://www.sdmx.org
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4.2 Recommended minimum data dictionary and metadata profile for
statistical data
The purpose of the present guidance is to provide users with an easy and effective way to
document the statistical data being managed and used as part of the geospatial data management
cycle.
Two components are key in this regard:
● A data dictionary describing the content of each of the fields contained in the statistical
dataset
● A metadata record providing the essential information allowing the user to answer the
questions reported in the introduction of the present guidance
Tables 1 and 2 provide an example of a data dictionary and metadata record for a dataset
containing health facility level statistical data to be attached to the geospatial data layer used as an
example in Chapter 3.

Table 1. Example of data dictionary for a health facility level statistical dataset

Table 2. Example of metadata record for the health facility statistical dataset reported in Table 1
As per Table 1, the data dictionary contains only two columns, one containing the labels of the
fields included in the database (Field column) and one containing a description of the content for
each of these fields (Description column). This could nevertheless be expanded to include the
description in local language.
9

The metadata record contains the following fields:
● Title: the name by which the statistical dataset is known
● Originator: complete name of the institution which generated the statistical dataset
● Collection date: date on which the data was collected
● Abstract: short description of the content of the statistical dataset
● Process: general description of the steps that were followed to create the statistical dataset
● Progress: development status of the statistical dataset
● Access constraints: access constraints attached to the statistical dataset
● Use constraints: use constraints attached to the statistical dataset
● Disclaimer: liability statement for the statistical dataset
● Primary contact: full name, organization, position and role, phone number, and email
address of the person to contact regarding the statistical dataset

4.3 Filling the recommended minimum data dictionary and metadata
profile for statistical data in Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Excel is recommended here because 1) it is widely used in countries and 2) sit allows
storage of data and information on multiple spreadsheets/’Sheets’ in the same file which is not the
case with other file formats such as .csv files. This, allows the dataset, the data dictionary, and the
metadata record to be saved together in a single file therefore ensuring that none of this
information is lost when shared.
Including the data dictionary and the metadata record with the dataset in an Excel file only requires
the addition of two extra worksheets.
The content of the data dictionary and metadata worksheet is then generated based on the fields
reported in Tables 1 and 2.
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Annex 1 – Recommended minimum metadata profile for geospatial data
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Annex 2 – Filling the recommended minimum metadata
profile for geospatial data in ArcCatalog for ArcGIS 10.5
After opening ArcCatalog, the first thing you need to do is to activate the ISO 19139
Metadata Style (XML version of the ISO 19115 standard).
This is done by doing the following:
1. Click on Customize > ArcCatalog Options… item from the main menu bar

2. In the window that opens, select the "Metadata" tab

3. Open the scroll-down menu under "Metadata Style" and select “ISO 19139
Metadata Implementation Specification” and keep the "Automatically update when
metadata is viewed" option checked

You can now start attaching a metadata record to any dataset you have on your computer.
The following steps are to be followed in order for this metadata record to comply with the
recommended minimum metadata profile reported in Annex 1:
1. Launch ArcCatalog and browse to the folder where the file you want to document is
located in the "Catalog Tree" (METADATA folder in the present example):

16

2. Click on the layer you want to document in the Catalog Tree ("HMFL_Region8.shp" in
the example here) and then on the "Description" tab appearing on the top of the
right side window
3. The right side window will now display the content of the metadata record attached
to this file according to the ISO 19115 standard (mostly empty at this stage):

4. Click on the "Edit"
button on top of the right window to start entering the
information in the metadata record.

17

5. The window contains now the list of sections contained in the metadata record on
the list and the editable fields on the right .

6. Go through the different sections of the metadata record listed on the left side of
the window to fill all the fields reported in Annex 1 and therefore comply with the
minimum metadata profile recommended by the HGLC. Don't forget to save your
work from time to time by clicking on the save button on top of the window
. You need to re-enter the edit mode after that.
7. Once done, check that none of the items in the metadata profile has a red cross next
to its name like this
. Such a red cross indicates that some fields are still
incomplete in that item. Once you click on the item in question, the list of issues to
be solved appears on the top of the window like shown here:

8. Your work is done once all the items in the record shows a green check like this

9. Save one last time the metadata record and go through the final result to make sure
that all looks good!
Please note that the metadata record you have created is stored in a .shp.xml file placed
together with the other files composing the shape files. As per our example, the file in
question is therefore named:
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Annex 3 – Example of filled metadata record in ArcGIS 10.5
using the example reported in Annex 1
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Annex 4 – Filling the minimum recommended metadata
profile for geospatial data in QGIS 3.0
The filling of the metadata record for a given geospatial data layer happens directly in QGIS
3.0 based on the following steps:.
1. Launch QGIS 3.0 and add the geospatial data layer you want to document in the
view.

2. Right click on the layer name in the "Layers" panel and select properties.

3. Select the "Metadata” item on the left in the window that opens.

24

4. This will make all the fields from the QGIS metadata profile appear on the right side
of the layer properties window

5. Save your metadata record by clicking on the Metadata dropdown button at the
bottom left of the window

and then on the "Save metadata" option

6. This will give you access to a window where you will be able to specify the path and
name for the metadata file (.qmd extension). The recommendation is to save it in
the same folder and with the same name as the geospatial data layer.
7. Go through the different tabs of the metadata record listed at the top of the window
to fill all the fields reported in Annex 1 and therefore comply with the minimum
metadata profile recommended by the HGLC.
Please note that:
● You might have to use the green
or red
buttons to
respectively store or remove the information in some of the fields.
● Some information like the geographic coordinate system or extent can be
directly extracted from the geospatial data layer
● You should save your work from time to time by following the steps listed
under step 5 and overwriting the same metadata record file. If you don't,
your changes will only be saved in the QGIS project file.
8. Verify the content of your metadata record and save it one last time!
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Annex 5 – Example of filled metadata record in QGIS 3.0
using the example reported in Annex 1
Identification

Categories

Keywords
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Access

Extent

27

Contact

History
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